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__________________________________ 

India is a democratic country in which all the people have the right to vote. Every person who is major means above the age of 

18 can vote for his nominated candidate but in our literacy rate is not good then the people not aware of their rights properly and 

they are not able to choose their leader in the right way. They chose criminals as a leader due to a lack of proper knowledge. 

Now, most of the ministers are criminals because peoples are not aware of their voting rights. In rural areas peoples give their 

rights on the basis of caste, religion, creed, and others but not the list is on the basis of money power. People don’t think that 

who he is voting for has become a good leader or not but they vote because of their relations to that person. At present, on every 

fourth seat in the UP assembly, the peoples of UP has chosen such men who are accused of criminals charges But gradually the 

criminals are realizing that I am collecting money and I am collecting the crowd and these peoples won the elections and become a 

minister and even despite supreme court order that all the parties hide from the public about their criminal candidates. Peoples 

can take women for granted because politicians know whom their husband votes for, and they will vote for the same person. 

They know very well that the young generation will not come to vote on that day of the election and they watch Netflix. The 

young generation is not interested to vote because they know the reality of corrupted politics. The bad times start for the state 

when the ministers and leaders start showing their interest. In society, people respect you when you have money. Society will not 

respect you because you have fought for religion. Further information about this topic we will discuss in this research paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Elections are going to be held in UP with 5 states but UP is the big subject of conversation 

because all over India maximum MPs and MLAs are elected from this state and more MPs 

seats mean that the path to becoming PM will open from UP itself and this is the reason that 9 

out of 15 are from UP. In the LOK SABHA, big leaders of all the parties are standing from the 

seat of UP and they join their any relation with the history of UP or GANGA MAA or 

connecting their childhood with any city of UP. Before you decide whom you want to vote for, 

I want to share some data with you:- 

 At the present time in VIDHAN SABHA of UP 143 out of 403 ministers are accused of 

criminal charges and they won the elections. This shows how badly our political system 

is affected means at the current time, every fourth seat in the UP assembly has chosen 

such a man who is accused of criminal charges. 

 These are the charges on which the ministers themselves declare by affidavits. This 

means that these charges have been sued in Supreme Court. It means that the police 

have completed the investigation and these are the charges for which the police have 

got evidence and eye witness. 

 On the other hand, if we have a small case then you will not get the offer letter for any 

government job. Even you will not get the offer letter for the post of peon’s job but after 

these numerous cases, the ministers can run the country. 

CRIMINALS IN U.P ELECTIONS 

If you ask anyone who is around you, not anyone would want a criminal to get elected. We 

will never want that our leader is a criminal and our capable officers IAS and IPS to follow the 

orders of criminals and rapists then why are such people getting tickets to stand in an election? 

Even more important thing, how are they won the elections? See a criminal is a perfect 

combination of money and muscle power. Politicians have to sell free alcohol and distribute 

money in elections. So he will not distribute the money after paying GST from his account. To 

distribute the money to the public then he needs black money and criminals help in this to the 

ministers and they are also experts at gathering crowds that’s why criminals became the best 
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choice of the ministers. In the past, they are in such a demand. Earlier their work was only 

booth capturing but as time passes criminals understand that I am collecting money and I am 

also gathering the crowd and they are wearing the white kurta. So, they start asking for tickets 

for politicians and it became the compulsion of the ministers to give them a ticket. 

SUPREME COURT DECISION FOR THE POLITICIANS 

In February 2020, the Supreme Court passed an order that if any party nominates criminal 

politicians. So, they have to close the names of candidates who are accused in the criminal 

cases in the local newspapers, national newspapers, and official social media accounts and this 

has to be done within 48 hours as soon as the nomination is announced. Tell me if elections are 

starting from next week, then nobody knows which party has nominated a criminal candidate. 

To know who is the criminal then you need to check their social media official account or 

check anywhere else.it has not been announced anywhere. Yes, but it is written to everyone 

that we have elected the leader of this caste. Every political party stands its nominators but 

mostly are the criminals despite supreme court orders. All the parties hide the criminals' 

candidates from the people.   

BAD TIME OF STATE DURING ELECTIONS 

The bad times start in the state in which ministers start showing their interest. Up is the state 

which is the favourite of every political leader all over India and this is the reason why Uttar 

Pradesh is responsible for religious riots on the first number all over the world. In which states 

have less population and ministers can’t show their interest such as Sikkim. It is the most 

peaceful state in India and is not a coincidence because like a king, like the people. A cat will 

give birth to a cat, a cat can never give birth to a lion. Hence a state where there are more 

criminal leaders, crime is highest in that state. Anyone can get all information only by a Google 

search. They have bought the news channels whatever happens in the country, what is a 

matter of FCRA, or matter funding, or an important bill. They just keep singing the song 

“Pakistan you will be getting into pieces”.  
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POLITICS IN RELIGIOUS MATTERS 

Suppose the news is that a boy attacked the girl in her house. So, these people would not say 

that a boy attacked a girl despite this they will say that a Muslim boy attacked a Hindu girl in 

her house. So, when you wake up in the morning and your heart bled after hearing this news 

and you start rioting. For ministers this religion and caste are so important, you can 

understand this by the fact that this time all the leaders gathered in the LOK SABHA wasted 

hours and have raised the demand for the cast–based census before the elections in UP. This is 

the arrangement is for the people to vote for the politicians of their caste and after winning the 

election, the politicians will give preference to the people of their caste this arrangement is 

being gone because people believe that if they vote for a politician of a different caste. So, in 

the future at any time any advantage and vacancies or when there will be riots so, the 

politicians will give preference to their cast members but in reality, it’s not happened. For so 

many years you have been voting for the politicians of your caste. The minister of your choice 

does not win every time. At that time you would not have been beaten up, it is just to create 

fear. You will notice when the leader of your choice or caste wins he will not do something 

special for you. Just give laptops and mobiles to selected people and gave government jobs or 

posts in police to 30-35 people of his caste and the rest remain happy for no reason, look this is 

our government. 

In fact, the cast who vote for them, this is your politicians cheat on them too. In fact, those who 

give the vote for them, these politicians cheat on them too. As soon as, they are just getting the 

wine shop for their supporters. They cover the money they have spent to get votes and 

prepare for the next elections. Those people who come on the words of these politicians and 

talk about Hindus and Muslims. They spoil the future of themselves and their family 

members. 

LEADERS' METHOD TO WIN ELECTIONS  

You are respected in society when you have money. Society will not respect you because you 

have fought for religion. No man will give business opportunity or employment to a person 

who is full of hatred. You too will not give a job to such a person who keeps fighting in the 
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name of religion in your company. If you have money then you will not invest in Syria. You 

will invest in a stable country. A country in which riots occur can never be stable, Those who 

spokes about Hindus, Muslims, or are forward in riots. These peoples are completely jobless 

and useless. These people do not have their own money even for a haircut to the majority, they 

say that if you do not vote for them, then someone else will rule over you and everything will 

be finished and to the minority, they say that these people are more. They will end you all. If I 

talk about the minority Parsis population is only 0.006% but the most educated and the most 

wealthy. They don’t care about riots they only care about business. No matter how good a 

speech you give in front of them, they will never set fire to the train. The minority will be 

benefited when one of their politicians reaches a big position or become a prime minister and 

he will reach a high position only when he talks for all or for both Hindus and Muslims, if he 

spoke only for a minority, he can become a small leader but he will not be able to able to grow 

his community. Nelson Mandela was able to do something for black people only when he 

reached a big position and he reached a higher position only when he spoke for both black and 

white. No media will tell you which leader is criminal and which leader can bring 

development. You have to do research on this. All research which you do when you purchase 

clothes, mobile, laptops and television, etc. you have to do only 1% of its research to find the 

leader. You have to type only www.myneta.info.in. how many leaders have been elected from 

your area, you will get to know everything about them including criminal cases, property and 

from which place the party you are supporting is electing which candidate. You have to pay 

attention to the candidates. If the party is nominating a candidate according to the number of 

people of a particular caste then it is dangerous and even more important to vote.  

WOMEN AND YOUTH GENERATION DURING ELECTIONS 

The young generation gives the least votes that’s why you notice they do not take all these 

issues and politics in their manifesto such as education benefits, work benefits, scholarships, 

and college placements frauds. They know very well that the younger generation will not 

come to vote, on the day of the election, they sit and watch Netflix. Women and the youth 

generation are the last groups in which politicians take interest. Women are taken for granted 

because they know whom their husband votes for, she will also vote for the same person. 48% 
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of the total population are women and more than 50% are the young generation but only 2.2% 

of the young generation can reach parliament. If your house, when your parents get sick so no 

matter how far you are, you go home, at that time you won’t be sat that it doesn’t make any 

difference if you go only, the doctor will do the treatment because you considered your 

parents as your responsibility and those who do not think their country as their responsibility, 

only those people say, it will never make any difference. If they don’t vote. The country will 

change when the youth comes forward and it’s not that the youth of today do not have the 

potential to understand politics because in today’s time entrepreneurs are coming out. In every 

field, whether it is the field of technology, finance, or crypto technology.   

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the above discussion, the researcher concludes that India has a very serious 

condition in politics. If we never make new laws and policies against the criminals in Indian 

politics then our country's politics become too corrupted and they never think about the 

welfare of the state. The youth of our country is not interested in politics and are also not 

interested to use their right to vote. Youth of any country plays a very important role in the 

development of the country but in our country youth’s lack of interest in their right to vote is a 

serious matter. Supreme Court needs to make strict laws against the elections and voting 

system. Rules during elections are not followed by ministers and people properly, election 

commission needs to declare that those who are violating the laws of the election are liable for 

that and they are strictly punished by the courts with an appropriate fine. 
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